Recessive truncating mutations in the TTN gene
of two patients with muscular dystrophies
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INTRODUCTION & CLINICAL FINDINGS
Titin is the largest known human protein consisting of more than
33,000 amino acids. It is expressed in the cardiac and skeletal muscle
spanning half of the sarcomere from Z-disc to M-line (Fig.4). Mutations
in the giant TTN gene (OMIM 188840) are associated with different
muscular disorders, especially cardiomyopathies, limb-girdle or tibial
muscular dystrophies, as well as other myopathies.
Here, we report on two unrelated patients - a ten-year-old boy and a

60-year-old woman - both suffering from limb girdle muscular
dystrophies since early and later childhood, respectively. The boy
repeatedly showed very high levels of serum creatine kinase (CK) of >
10,000 IU/l and central cores in the muscle biopsy. The affected
woman also showed elevated CK activity, a mild cardiomyopathy
(since 15 years) as well as inflammatory infiltrates and an increase of
internally located nuclei in the muscle biopsy.

METHODS & RESULTS
Both patients were examined for 37 myopathy genes including most
known genes involved in limb girdle muscular dystrophies using a
gene panel enrichment strategy and next generation sequencing
(NGS) on a MiSeq desktop sequencer (illumina). NGS data were
analysed by GensearchNGS (PhenoSystems) and detected variants
were classified using prediction tools and databases provided by
Alamut (Interactive Biosoftware).
In the affected boy, we identified a homozygous nonsense mutation
c.105832C>T (p.Gln35278*) in exon 358 of the TTN gene
(NM_001267550.2) (Fig. 1) in combination with three different homozygous TTN missense variants showing very low minor allele frequencies
(MAF < 0.02%) (Fig.2). The nonsense mutation has been published
once in a compound-heterozygous status in a young woman with congenital core myopathy combined with primary heart disease. The premature termination codon leads to a truncated protein lacking about
690 amino acids of the C-terminal M-line domain of titin. The accumulation of homozygous TTN variants in the here presented boy indicates
either that his parents are consanguineous or that a deletion of the
complete TTN gene occurred on the second allele.

The affected woman showed two heterozygous truncating mutations
in the TTN gene: c.52903C>T (p.Arg17635*) in exon 276 and
c.107651_107657del (p.Thr35884Lysfs*7) in exon 362 (Fig. 3). Both
mutations have not yet been published to our knowledge and are
predicted to lead to premature termination codons in the A-band
region and the M-line domain of titin, respectively. An additional
missense variant in the RYR1 gene (c.1061G>A, p.Arg3539His) of
uncertain significance was detected in this patient which could also
contribute to the cause of disease.
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Figure 3: NGS analysis of the TTN gene in the affected woman.
A) Exon 276 of TTN with the heterozygous nucleotide exchange (red column); the grey box displays the
nonsense mutation.
B) Exon 362 of TTN with the heterozygous frameshift deletion (green dashes); the grey box displays
the frameshift mutation that leads to an premature stop codon.

Figure 1: NGS analysis of the TTN gene in the affected boy.
Exon 358 of TTN. Black horizontal lines indicate reads which completely match to the reference sequence (ref: grey line with black letters); the homozygous nucleotide exchange is shown in the red
column; the grey box displays the nonsense mutation.
Figure 4: Illustration of a sarcomere in the muscle.
The light grey bars display the Z-disc and M-line, the grey bars actin and the dark grey bars myosin. Titin
is shown as the light and dark blue lines with yellow (connection to Z-disc) and red (connection to M-line)
lines. An enlargement of TTN is shown at the top with the mentioned variants.

CONCLUSION

Figure 2: Alamut mutation reports of the homozygous missense variants in the TTN gene detected in
the affected boy.

In summary, we could identify the molecular cause of the muscular
dystrophies in two patients by analysis of a myopathy gene panel.
The NGS approach applied for these cases seems to be an efficient
method for analysis of large genes, especially TTN, for which
Sanger sequencing is not established in routine diagnostics.
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